QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
RFP 17/18-003
SURVEILLANCE CAMERA SYSTEMS
SUBMITTALS DUE NO LATER THAN MAY 29, 2018 @ 2:00 PM
To clarify, no bid bond is required; however both payment and performance bonds are required.

CORRECT
What is the expected minimum storage retention time? (30 days, 60 days, 90 days, etc. 30 DAYS
How many frames per second are you looking to capture at a minimum? SPECS CALL FOR 30FPS
Is this an item that we should just include our recommendation with an explanation for why we are
recommending what we are? YOU CAN
Are you looking to record 24 hours per day – 7 days per week or on motion events only? NO- 24/7
WITH INTELLIGENCE TO BE ABLE TO FLAG MOTION EVENTS
Are you looking to have a dedicated workstation and monitor (s) located at each site? NO
Are these to be provided by the security contractor? NO
Or are you looking for a system that allows you to log into the VMS application from any computer on
the same network with just an internet browser and authorized credentials to use the software? YES
Will the district, for the sake of competitive purposes, allow a base bid that includes the cameras
specified with a value engineered option for what we recommend to be a better, more cost effective
and forensically useful solution? YES
Should an IDF be maxed out and additional network ports be required, who is responsible for the
provision and installation of the additional switch, patch panel, UPS, wall mounted enclosure, etc?
DISTRICT
Should we all simply include a line item for contingency needs in the amount of say $15,000 to cover this
equipment if during the course of the project it is determined that this additional equipment will be
required? NO
The Bill of Materials in the RFP lists camera mounts for only 15 cameras at each site. What about the
other 7 cameras? THIS WILL BE AN ADDENDUM

Is the district looking to have the security contractor certify the CAT6 cabling and connections? YES
It looks like Multimode fiber cabling is used to connect each IDF in the field back to the MDF in the
Principal’s office. Is it safe to assume that each remote IDF is definitely connected via fiber currently?
YES
Can you verify that Multimode fiber is used and that the connections are SC connectors? NO
Is the security contractor required to do any fiber work? NO
What is the estimated project schedule? TBD
Are you looking for completion over the summer when school is unoccupied? IDEALLY, YES
Are standard hours all that we are to include in our bid submittals or should we include 2nd shift labor
costs and/or weekend labor rates? THAT WOULD BE FOR EACH VENDOR TO DETERMINE.
Can you verify the Power Over Ethernet power budget of your existing Juniper Networks switches?
REFER TO PAGE 13, B-GENERAL SPECIFICIATIONS
Do these switches offer POE+ power for cameras that include built-in heaters or for PTZ cameras?
REFER TO PAGE 13, 1 (TOP OF PAGE)
The NVR’s are specified to include 36TB of hard drive space. Is this in a RAID configuration? YES
Is the true intention to have all 22 cameras at each site record and store the video locally at each school
with the district security control room able to call up any camera from any school or multiple cameras
from multiple schools at the same time? YES (REFER TO PAGE 1-PROJECT BACKGROUND)
Or is the district planning to stream all cameras via the WLAN back to the district security control room
allowing for a programmed view of cameras to be displayed on existing monitors? NO
Are there any notifications or alarms that the district would like to monitor such as: camera going
offline, NVR not recording, UPS in an alarm state, hard drive failure, etc. YES
Should our bid submitted pricing include sales-use tax? NO
Are you looking to have the ability to integrate the VMS system with any of your existing systems? Such
as access control, HVAC, fire alarm, intrusion detection, etc. NO
Are the security contractors able to utilize any existing raceways or conduits? YES, IF SPACE IS
AVAILABLE. Are we responsible for all required conduits, pull boxes, etc. YES, (REFER TO PAGE 1PROJECT BACKGROUND)
Can multiple schools be installed at the same time or are you looking to begin and complete one school
before the next one begins? MULTIPLE SCHOOLS CAN BE INSTALLED AT THE SAME TIME

Will you require the ability to review live and/or recorded video from a mobile device (smartphone or
tablet – IOS or Android)? NOT REQUIRED
Will you require outdoor rated cabling (such as AquaSeal) for the outdoor cabling runs? NO

6.1.1A – The NVR shall be compatible with existing IP security cameras. – Can you provide a list
of existing cameras that would be required to reside on the new VMS? ACTI & HIKVISION
6.1.1D – The NVR shall be installed with 36TB of HDD space or greater.
a. Is this storage calculated as RAW or Usable? USABLE If usable, what RAID is being
utilized? RAID (DEPENDING ON SOLUTION PROVIDED)
b. Is this storage per site or in total for the district? PER SITE
C. What parameters were used to calculate this storage requirement? UNKNOWN

6.1.1G - The NVR shall enable centralized management of all system components using a single
administration application located anywhere on or off the network.
c. Are you looking for mobile and web access or just management (not viewing)
capabilities from anywhere? YES
If the built in IR meets the distance requirements, does it still need to meet the 15 pieces of
built-in IR LED illuminator or greater, requirement? NO
For camera locations utilizing MPR buildings, should the installer assume crawl space is available
to route cables through the MPR ceiling space or should a conduit run be included to route the
cables outside of the building to the new camera locations? YES
For Adelanto Elem, will existing conduit path be available to utilize for the new cameras? IF
SPACE IS AVAILABLE
For Adelanto Elem, will the backbone conduit pathways be available to use for new camera
cables? IF ROOM IS AVAILABLE
For Adelanto Elem, one of the IDF cabinets is not structurally secure. Please confirm that the SD
will repair this prior to the installation. YES

Is a bid bond required? NO
Is this a prevailing wage project? YES

We did not hear back about the demo we did last week so I am not sure the district has
decided how they want to proceed with VMS and Hardware. Do we include spec sheets
in our proposal for equipment and VMS we intend to install or is a formal request
required? YES, INCLUDE INFORMATION IN YOUR PROPOSAL

